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tion between city-states and contributed to the perfection of applied arts; perhaps the ancient combination of royal and priestly functions prevented the formation of separate, hereditary priestly castes and, after the abolition of royal power toward the end of the Dark Ages, brought on the rise of secular societies; perhaps it was the fortunate geographical situation of Greece-close enough to the ancient civilizations of the Near East to profit from their cultural achievements, but far enough to be safe from conquest by one of the powerful, despotic Eastern empires. Probably each of these factors played a role in the genesis of Greek civilization in its political, economic, artistic, and spiritual aspects. Once started, this civilization moved ahead at a tempo unparalleled in human history. The Greeks, one might say, rushed from one phase to the next in the development of their political organization, artistic creativity, literary genres, and philosophical thought. No wonder that their progress was uneven and often contradictory, that revolutionary innovations coexisted with archaic beliefs and superstitions. Yet was not just this multiformity a potent component of Greek charm?
The population of European Greece and of its extension on the eastern shore of the Aegean Sea was growing. A previously rural society with a natural economy was becoming increasingly urbanized. The transition from monarchy to aristocracy caused the ruling class, along with their servants and retainers, to move to the centers of government. Itinerant artisans and peddlers settled there permanently and became the nucleus of the new middle class of merchants, seafarers, and owners of craftshops working for the market. Through renewed contacts with Phoenicia, the Greeks acquired much new knowledge that helped to transform their way of life. They took over the Phoenician system of weights and monetary values, improved their skills of shipbuilding and navigation (as seen from their designation of the Polar Star as "the Phoenician star"), and it is probable that their system of aristocratic councils and elected magistrates was influenced by Phoenician political models. Even more spectacular was the Phoenician impact in two other domains. The Greeks emerged from their long period of illiteracy by adopting the Phoenician alphabet and adjusting it to the phonetic and morphologic requirements of their own language. And they learned anew from Phoenician ivory carvings, embroidered fabrics, and embossed metalware how to produce representational, naturalistic works of art with human and animal figures instead of the linear, geometric, abstract decorations of their Dark Ages. Thus began the Orientalizing period of Greek art, which at first imitated the eclectic style of Phoenicia but soon found its own ways of expression.
Large commercial cities arose in advantageous points-at the starts of trade roads; on isthmuses, straits, and natural harbors; on islands athwart naval communication routes-among them Miletus, Samos, Phocaea, Colophon, Chalcis, Eretria, Corinth, Megara, Aegina, soon followed by others. The cities needed imported food, metals, timber, hemp, and other raw materials. To pay for them, they had to export; and they soon found that their graceful painted vessels, their beautiful bronze-and silverware could be profitably sold overseas. Voyages by merchant adventurers resulted in discoveries of new, distant markets; trading posts were established here and there; news about fertile lands, plentiful spring water, safe moorings, commercial opportunities, friendly or weak natives came back to the maritime cities and aroused hopes and initiatives. As a result, a prodigious colonial expansion started in the first half of the eighth century B.C. Its main phase lasted for about 250 years and brought upon a manifold increase of the Greek-speaking domain around the Mediterranean and Black Seas. Each colonizing city-state acted on its own (cases of cooperation between two or more cities were rare); and each colony, in turn, became a new, independent political entity. Nowhere did the colonies reach deep inland. "We Greeks sit around the sea like frogs around a pond," said Plato, and according to the apt remark of Cicero, "It appears that the Greek coast formed, as it were, a fringe about the territory of the barbarians."' Two regions of the earliest and most extensive Greek colonization were southern Italy and Sicily. They were very similar to the Greek homeland. To be sure, their coastlines were nowhere as abundantly carved into bights, inlets, and promontories as the Aegean littoral; but they had the same climate, the same soil that was fit for wheat, olive, and vine-the classical Mediterranean triad. They also surpassed the other outlying areas of the Greek world in their cultural achievements, not only keeping abreast with the developments of their Grecian and Ionian metropolises, but also contributing on their own to the progress of Hellenic artistic, literary, and philosophical expression. However, Greek Sicily is a chapter by itself. For the ancients, be they Greeks or Romans, Sicily was not a part of Italy, and it will have to remain outside the limits of this essay. Even so, the subject of Greek southern Italy is so vast that it can be only adumbrated in these few pages. It was for a good reason that the Greeks themselves referred to southern Italy as hb megalP Hellas, rendered in Latin as Magna Graecia. Let us briefly list the Greek cities of southern Italy according to their origins, with the traditional years of their founding where these have been transmitted, approximate dates in other cases. (See map on page 36.)
The earliest Greek settlement in Italy was at the same time the farthest from home. In the first half of the eighth century, the Chalcidians, among the most active Greek colonizers, assisted by fellow Euboeans from Eretria and Cyme, settled on the island of Pithecusae (now Ischia), to be as close as possible to the copper and iron mines and the lucrative market of Etruria. In 757 B.C., they grew bold enough to build a city on the western coast of the fertile Campanian plain, which they named Cyme. The Romans called it Cumae. Around 600 B.C., Cumae founded, thirteen miles to the east, the "New Town," Neapolis (Naples), which outgrew and outlasted its mother The demolition of Siris by a coalition of three Achaean cities has already been mentioned. A short time later, a war erupted between two of the erstwhile allies, and in 510 B.C., oblivious of their common origin, the Crotonians destroyed and totally obliterated Sybaris, a great city whose wealth and luxury became proverbial, and dispersed its population. Permanent antagonism and intermittent wars between neighboring cities dimmed the brilliance of Magna Graecia. Rhegium was hostile to its sister city across the strait, Messana; Tarentum, to Thurii; Elea, to Poseidonia;Naples, to Cumae; Locri, to Croton. Cities of the extreme south suffered heavily from Dionysius I, the empire-building tyrant of Syracuse. In 389 B.C., he destroyed Caulonia and Hipponium and deported their inhabitants to Sicily. Rhegium and Croton were captured and sacked; they never fully recovered.
Moreover, the Greek settlers were soon reminded that even though they proudly called themselves Italiots, they owned only a small part of Italy. 
